
  BODY  REMINDS
A journey through actor's dramaturgy

Physical Theatre Workshop 
led by 

Valerio Peroni and Alice Occhiali

"I have spoken much about personal associations, but these associations are not thoughts. They cannot be
calculated. Now I make a movement with my hand, then I look for associations. What associations? Perhaps
the association that I am touching someone, but this is merely a thought. What is an association in our
profession? It  is  something that springs not only from the mind but also from the body.  It  is  a  return
towards a precise memory. Do not analyse this intellectually. Memories are always physical reactions. It is
our skin which has not forgotten, our eyes which have not forgotten. What we have heard can still resound
within us. It is to perform a concrete act, not a movement such as caressing in general but, for example,
stroking a cat. Not an abstract cat but a cat which I have seen, with which I have contact. A cat with a
specific name - Napoleon, if you like. And it is this particular cat you now caress. These are associations.
Make your actions concrete, relating them to a memory. If you are confident that you are doing this, then
do not analyse completely what memory is there - you do it concretely and that is enough. "

J. Grotowski



Our body reminds, our body is memory. Our entire life is written in the lines of our hands and in the light of
our eyes, moreover the history of those who preceded us, of those we never met before, of our forebears,
it's secretly held in ourselves.
Memory contains our direct experiences with the world. It contains tales, immages and scents that we have
simply heard, seen and perceived from afar.
All that creates an enourmous wealth of experiences from which the actor can draw to give to creations a
unique and personal soul. 
Sometimes we are not conscious about that, sometimes is not our mind but our body that reminds.
Awaken the physical memories to give voice to what has been forgotten.
Get in touch with other bodies and together create a concert of souls  that share experiences pointing
towards a common story. A meeting of physical memories that speaks about the universal history of life.
We will meet in a common place where childhood, love and death, solitude and old age are living together
inspiring our creations. 
We will travel through a creative process that turns complexity into simplicity. This process will remove
instead of adding until we reach the essence as a meeting point for diversity.
Act in space to change it. Act and react to others and together build bridges. Physical memories of others
are like mirrors that open forgotten doors inside you.
In the silence and solitude of  work you can find connection with your lost  personal world.
The  old  objects  of  memory  come  back  to  life  with  new  and  unespected  forms  and  a  distant  song
accompanies our childhood dance.
Keep your eyes open, don't close them. Breath. Be simple. 

DAILY WORK
The work will be focused on the study of scenic's action: physical, vocal and inner. 
We will  work especially  on the three parameters of  the physical  action (speed, volume,  and intensity)
through group's and individual's exercices.
Daily work will be divided in two parts. The first part will be focused on the psyco-physical training of the
actor through theatrical's excercises and games to develope attention and scenic presence.
The  second  part  will  be  focused  particulary  on  the  dramaturgy  of  the  actor:  we  will  create  scores
(sequences) of actions in relation to a text , a song and a prop, creating small scenes. We will work as well
on fix sequence of movement taken from dance, yoga to transform it in scenic score composed by physical,
vocal and inner actions. 

PARTICIPANTS
The workshop is for international professional and amateur actors, dancers and perfomers.
Is open for minimum  6 participants and maximum 14 participants.
The working language will be English but pedagouges can also comunicate with participants in Italian and
Spanish.

WHAT PARTICIPANTS SHOULD BRING
Partecipants are asked to wear confortable and neutral clothes ( gym suit without written or drawings).  
Participants should bring:
- an old object linked to their memories.
-an  old picture with at least one person inside ( can be of your memories or not)
- a story or a tale of simple daily life of their grandparents.
-  a  theatre  monologue or  a  poetic  text  (in  english)  ,  linked somehow to the theme of  the memories
( Minimum 5 maximum 10 lines and should be learnt by heart)
- an elegant suite black or white inspired by the material above. The suite proposal should include shoes
and accessories( hat, scarf, gloves, ring, earings, etc.).
- a traditional song from the native land ( in mother tongue and should be learnt by heart)

If someone can play a musical instrument is invited to bring it.



WHERE
Phynixtantz
Hasenheide 54 - 10967 BERLIN
http://www.phynixtanzt.de/

WHEN
From the 12th to the 16th December 2016 with session of work of 4/5 hours per day:

Monday 12 December             10-15h
Tuesday 13 December             14- 17.45h
Wednesday 14 December       10- 15h
Thursday 15 December            10- 15h
Friday 16 December                 12.30-17.30h

FEE
The fee is 130 € .

INFO and APPLICATION
Partecipants should send a CV and a picture to:
vilerio86@hotmail.it
alicino84@gmail.com

For further information:
vilerio86@hotmail.it
alicino84@gmail.com

The workshop is supported by Tanz & Theater im PHYNIX e.V.   
http://www.phynixtanzt.de/tanztheaterimphynix_eV.html

LED BY
Valerio Peroni and Alice Occhiali

Valerio Peroni, actor and theatre pedagogue.
Teaches , in Italy and abroad, in compulsory schools and in professional schools for actors.
He earns a Bachelor of Art summa cum laude in Performing Arts at the Link Academy (European Academy
of  Performing  Arts,  University  of  Malta). The  same  year  he  earns  a  diploma  at  the  LAMDA-  London
Academy of Music and Dramatic Art.
He takes part in several workshops and laboratories, where he meets international pedagogues, actors and
directors such as Enrico Bonavera, Nikolaj Karpov, Andrea Pangallo, Luciano Colavero, Mamadoue Dioume,
Tage Larsen, Roberta Carreri, Pierangelo Pompa. 
He works for several years with the theatre company “Triangolo Scaleno Teatro”, led by Roberta Nicolai
and takes part in the production “Il trittico dello spaesamento”, working as an actor in the second and third
part of the triptych called “Nudità” and “L'uomo senza contenuto”.
In the meantime works as an actor and pedagogue with the “Laboratorio Teatrale Integrato Piero Gabrielli”
a theatre company that work in the integration of person with disabilities in theatre. This company is led by
Roberto  Gandini  and  supported  by  Roma Capitale,  MIUR  (Regional  office  for  Education  of  Lazio)  and
the “Teatro di Roma”. 
In 2013 joins the theatre company “Altamira Studio Teater” led by Pierangelo Pompa, in residence at the
Nordisk  teaterlaboratorium/Odin  Teatret  (Denmark).  With  this  company  collaborates  in  pedagogical,
performative and community projects in Italy and Denmark taking part also in the Festuge 2014 (Holstebro
festive week). He still collaborates with this group in specific projects as external members. 

http://www.phynixtanzt.de/
http://www.phynixtanzt.de/tanztheaterimphynix_eV.html


In 2016 creates in collaboration with some colleagues the theatre company "Studio Suler", a group of 
research and theatre experimentation, that is helped istitutionaly, bureaucratically and materially by the 
Cultural Association " “Nova Accademia ” directed by Fulvio Peroni. With Studio Suler creates "La conta dei 
giorni" a site-specific performance that is the result of an international theatre workshop led by the group 
near Rome.
In the same year works in Berlin with the international theatre group "SINAI-Orchestral Theatre Ensemble".
With this group takes part in the performance "Yusuf's" directed by Haitham Assem Tantawy.

Alice Occhiali, actress and theatre pedagogue.
She attends courses of Contemporary Dance and Contact Dance at “Associazione Ballarò” led by Caterina 
Tavolini and “Colettivo Almagesto” led by Alessandra Fabbri taking part of these companies like dancer and 
collaborating at different performative/research progects.
She studies theatre at CTU-Centro Teatro Universitario of Ferrara: she attends there the workshop led by 
Michalis Traitsis of Associazione Balamos, ended with the show “ Le Troiane” by Euripides.
At CTU meets Pierangelo Pompa, director an pedagogue, and with him starts her formation in Physical 
Theater.
She takes part in several workshops and laboratories, where she meets international pedagogues, actors 
and directors such as : Pierangelo Pompa, Roberta Carreri, Sofia Monsalve, Kenji Takagi, Cristiana Morganti,
Carolina Pizarro, Alessandro Serra, Oliver Pollak.
For several years she collaborates as a social operator, assistant director and actress at “Teatro Cosquillas” 
in Ferrara making courses of theatre and contact dance for persons with disabilities. With this company 
creates as assistant director two shows of concact dance: “Fragile” and “1 + 1 = 1” .
She leds different workshop focused on the connection of dance, sing and theatre: “Corpo/Voce/Teatro” 
for the students of modern singing of the Music School G. Frescobaldi in Ferrara ,ended with the realization
as a director of the show “Singer in a previous life”  and with Denise Ania  leds , in collaboration with Centro
Teatro Universitario and Associazione Feedback of Ferrara, a laboratory of research in dance theatre for 
dancers and actors , ended with the realization of “Apologia Del Distacco”, a short theater dance film 
inspired by the free interpretation of Emily Dickinson poems.
In 2014 joins the theatre company “Altamira Studio Teater” led by Pierangelo Pompa, in residence at the 
Nordisk teaterlaboratorium/Odin Teatret (Denmark). With this company collaborates in pedagogical, 
performative and community projects in Italy and Denmark taking part also in the Festuge 2014 (Holstebro 
festive week).
In 2016 creates in collaboration with some colleagues the theatre company "Studio Suler", a group of 
research and theatre experimentation, that is helped istitutionaly, bureaucratically and materially by the 
Cultural Association " “Nova Accademia ” directed by Fulvio Peroni. With Studio Suler creates "La conta dei 
giorni" a site-specific performance that is the result of an international theatre workshop led by the group 
near Rome.


